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Welcome
Congratulations! You are now among a select group of marketers
with the power to communicate effectively with the public, and what’s
more, you no longer have to incur additional cost when you need to
make changes to your marketing strategy. Your new digital message
center is eye catching and unique, capable of delivering your message
quickly and effectively.
Your digital message center creates its various colors by
combining red, blue, and green LEDs in each “pixel” much the same
way as a television set (just a little bit bigger scale.) State of the art
electronics and software control each pixel making the entire process
simple and worry free.
We are confident that your digital message center is going to be a
valuable asset to your organization and we back it up with the finest
sales and support team in the industry.
If ever you experience trouble or have a question please refer to
this manual or contact technical support.
Robson Corporation
Technical Support
941-753-6935
Outside the Sarasota/Bradenton FL area
1-800-770-8585
When contacting technical support please have the information listed
below available for our technicians.
Serial Number: ________________
Digital Array: _________________
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INSTALLING YOUR SOFTWARE
INSERT THE SOFTWARE IN THE CD DRIVE ON THE COMPUTER
THAT WILL BE OPERATING THE SIGN.
THE FOLLOWING WINDOW WILL APPEAR
Close all other programs and then Click NEXT

This window will appear. Enter your name and your company or business or
organization name

Check with your software
administrator if you need
administrator rights, or
Select the (Only for me) option.
If you do not have passwords, then
you can select either option.
Then Click NEXT.
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To select a different installation location,
other than
C:\Program Files\Sign Control\
click on the BROWSE button and find
that location.

Then click NEXT

Then click the NEXT button to install the
program.

THIS WINDOW WILL APPEAR
WHEN THE INSTALLATION IS
COMPLETE.
CLICK ON THE FINISH BUTTON
AND THIS ICON WILL APPEAR
ON YOUR DESKTOP IN
THE UPPER LEFT OF YOUR
COMPUTER MONITOR.

DOUBLE-CLICK THIS SHORTCUT
TO OPEN YOUR CONTROL
SOFTWARE.
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“How it works:” are special sections scattered throughout this manual
that offer short explanations of what’s happening behind the scenes of
the SignCom software and your sign. Look for these to better
understand the instructions you’ve just read.

Software Updates:
Robson Corporation is continually improving its products with new
updates. In order to receive software updates, please register a viable
e-mail address with technical support. When updates become available,
they will be sent to you automatically based on this information.
Technical support contact information can be found on the welcome
page of this manual.
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Understanding the various parts
Of the SignCom software
Menu

The Menu has the basic commands that control the look and
arrangement of the software on your screen. The Menu also contains
the minimize, maximize, and close buttons common to many Windows™
based programs.
“Sequence” – Enters Sequence mode.
“Utility” – Opens the utility menu.
“Setup” – This menu item contains functions to update your sign
when new software becomes available, import images to our
sign, and various other advanced functions.
Note: This menu item is not normally active.
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The Routine Window
The Routine window contains
various Routines to choose from.
You will select your Routines
from here, edit them using the
Data window, and then assign
them to be part of a Sequence
using the Schedule window.
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The Data Window

The Data Window is the epicenter of control for your sign. Here
you will customize your Routines and adjust speed and color
making your sign stand out from the crowd.
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The Schedule Window

The Schedule Window is where various Routines are compiled
into a Sequence for use by the sign. Here you can assign and change the
position of Routines within a Sequence, link Sequences, schedule
different Sequences to run at different times, and even schedule up to 31
days of custom Sequences.
Sequence - Used to direct the sign to play a single repeating
Sequence.
Day –

Used to direct the sign to play different Sequences at
different times of the day (15 minute intervals)

7-Day -

Used to direct the sign to play different Sequences at
different times of all 7 days of the week

31-Day -

Used to direct the sign to play different Sequences at
different times of all 31 days in a month

OK/Save - Used to save changes made to the Schedule.
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Basic Message Creation
Here are the basic steps of creating a message:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select a Routine from the Routine Window
Edit and customize the Routine in the Data Window
Assign the Routine a position in the Schedule Window
Send the play information to the sign

Step One: Select a Routine
For this step we need to be looking at the Routine Window.
Scroll through the list of Routines using the scroll bar. When you
find one that you like, left click on it, and you will see that it has
appeared in the Data Window ready to be customized. Also notice that
the Routine chosen is shown in the white box at the top. You can type in
a Routine number into the white box, hit Enter, and that Routine will be
highlighted in the Routine Window and shown in the Data Window.

1-800-770-8585
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Step Two: Edit and customize
Look for your Routine in the Data Window

The Routine that you have just selected is displayed here along with a
description of the Routine and options such as Speed and Color. Any
special rules or considerations will also be displayed.
In the space(s) provided, type your message.

It may be necessary to add spaces before or after your text to better
center the text on the sign. Adjust the Speed, Color, and hold times
(where applicable) using the Scroll Bars near the top (see page 17).
When you are satisfied with the Routine, click
. This saves
the Routine to the Routine Window for future use and plays the new
Routine as a preview on the sign once.
Phone modem users – An additional step must be performed at this
point. Please refer to Appendix D on page 30 for configuration and
dialing instructions.
Let’s move on to step three.

1-800-770-8585
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Step Three: Assign the Routine a position in a
Sequence.
Locate the Schedule window.

The schedule window contains 26 Sequences (represented by letters A –
Z) with boxes for 10 Routines each. (Routines are represented by their
Routine numbers.)
Note: You may need to re-size the window in order to see all 26 Sequences.
To assign a Routine a position in a Sequence, hold Shift and left click in
one of the ten boxes following the letter of the Sequence you wish to
include it in. The Routine that is currently displayed in the Data
Window will be assigned to that position. The corresponding Routine
Number will appear in the selected box. Clicking on a box already
occupied by another Routine will replace the previous Routine. Right
clicking on a slot will insert the 00 Routine, which will end the
Sequence. Left clicking without holding Shift will display the Routine in
the Routine and Data Windows.

1-800-770-8585
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Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have created an entire Sequence for
your sign. If you don’t wish to use all 10 slots in a Sequence, insert
Routine ”00” (also known as Initialize Controller) in all the remaining
slots.
Example of Program “A” with only 5 Routines in it.

How it works: When you clicked on
in step two the Routine
was saved to the Routine Window and sent to the sign’s internal memory.
In step three you decided which Sequence the Routine belonged to and
when it was to be played (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc....). In the final step (next page),
you will send this Sequence information from step three to the sign as well
as tell the sign “when” to play the Sequence.

1-800-770-8585
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Step Four: Send the play information to the sign.
Sending the play information to the sign is as easy as....
One... Make sure you are connected with the sign.
(All users see appendix A, B, or C for communication
hardware connection instructions, Phone modem users
please refer to appendix D for directions on how to
dial the sign)
Two... Select
if not already selected and highlight the
Sequence you wish to send by left clicking on
the corresponding letter.
Example of highlighting Sequence “B”

Three... Click

in the Schedule Window.

How it works: By clicking on
in the Schedule Window the
program is “saving” the current make up of the highlighted Sequence
(which Routines to play and in what order) to your computer’s hard
drive and sending that new Sequence to the sign. By having
, you directed the sign to play
selected when you clicked
only the highlighted Sequence.
(Playing more then one Sequence? see Using a Schedule next page or
Linking Sequences.)
It’s a good idea to visually inspect your sign after sending play
information.
-Did I spell everything correctly?
-Is it too fast or too slow?
-Are the colors pleasing and easy to read?

1-800-770-8585
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Using a Schedule
in the
The first step is to enter Scheduling by clicking on
Sequence Window. The Schedule Grid is now displayed as part of the
Sequence Window.

Next, select either:
=
- for scheduling of a single day to repeat each day.
- for scheduling of an entire week to repeat each week.
=
- for scheduling of an entire month to repeat each month.
=
When scheduling 7 days or 31 days use the slider to move from day to
day in your schedule.
for 7 day ~ or ~
for 31 day.
st
nd
Note: “1 ” indicates the 1 of the month, “2 ” indicates the 2nd of the
month, and so on.
st

After selecting the schedule type highlight the letter of the Sequence
(which contains your Routines) you wish to schedule by left clicking on
it.

1-800-770-8585
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Next, left click on the desired position in the Schedule Grid.
The Schedule Grid is divided into 15 minute increments as indicated at
the top of the grid.

Example of Program “B” to run at 3pm.

Repeat these steps until your schedule is complete. Finally left click on
to save your schedule and send it to the sign.

When using a 7-day or 31-day schedule.
You must click
in the Schedule Window after completing
each day of the schedule. (i.e. – Fill the schedule for Sunday, then click
. Move on and fill Monday, then click
. Move on
and fill Tuesday, then click
and so on.)

To remove an active schedule:
Highlight
by left clicking on it. You will see the schedule
grid is now hidden. Highlight the letter of the Sequence you wish to play
by left clicking. Left click
in the Schedule Window.
How it works: When the sign reaches the end of any particular Sequence
it will compare the Schedule in its memory to the current time. It will then
play the appropriate Sequence. As previously mentioned if you click
while
is highlighted the sign will skip this step
and play only the selected Sequence.
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Linking Sequences
The first step is to enter Routines in your first Sequence. In the next
box after the last Routine, hold the Shift key down and right click. This
will insert the Sequence Letter of the next Sequence, and ‘Link’ it to the
first Sequence. This can be repeated until all the Sequences are used.

This will play Sequence A, Routines 17, 8, & 16, then jump to Sequence
B and play Routines 18 & 9, then it will see a 00 Routine and restart at
the beginning of Sequence A.

1-800-770-8585
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Adjusting the Clock on the sign
Adjusting the Clock on the sign is simple.
First – Check that your computer’s system clock is set correctly.
(The sign uses this as a reference point.)
Next, click on “Utility” in the menu.

Choose “TIME” in the menu that appears.

Finally, click on either
“Set Time Standard” If the area you live in does not observe daylight
saving time
~ or ~
“Set Daylight Saving Time” If the area you live in does observe daylight
savings time.
The sign will update itself according to your computer’s system clock.
Note: It will not be necessary to perform this operation every time the
clocks change. Your sign will retain the information concerning daylight
savings time in its internal memory.

1-800-770-8585
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Changing System Info
System Info allows you to change the Serial Port number used, Baud
Rate, PC-Speed Scale, and Modem Wait Time.
“Serial Port” – Select the Serial Port number that the communications
device is connected to.
“Baud Rate” – This should almost always be 96 for 9600 baud.
“PC-Speed Scale” – Adjust this number according to the speed of your
computer. 10 would be a very fast computer and 1 would be a
very slow computer. If messages are not received by the sign
correctly, try adjusting this number to correct the problem.
“Modem Wait Time” – Set to 0 when not using a Phone Modem and set
to 30 when using a Phone Modem (see Appendix D).

1-800-770-8585
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Using the Color and Speed Sliders
Some Routines allow you adjust the Color, Speed, and Pause times
using sliders located in the Data Window.

When typing your message, adjust the sliders using the up and down
arrows.
The color slider’s background will change to reflect the color setting.

Note: Certain Routines are preset to certain colors (i.e. “Green scroll left”)
If you change the preset color of these Routines and save to the Routine
window, the name of the Routine will not change but the new color will be
saved. (i.e. “Green scroll left” may actually be red.)

1-800-770-8585
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The Speed Slider adjusts the speed at which the Routine will play.
Speed

A Speed setting of 245 is very slow! A Speed setting of 252 is typical, and
a Speed setting of 255 is the maximum speed.
In addition to speed and color you will discover other sliders as part of
certain Routines. Most of these sliders are self – explanatory after
viewing the Routine. Here are a few examples
“Pause” – Adjust how long the stationary portion of a Routine will
stay on the sign before continuing to the Routine’s
conclusion. (i.e. – Your message scrolls onto the screen then
“pauses” for a certain amount of time before scrolling off.)
“Exit Speed” – Adjust the speed of an exit effect on certain Routines.

1-800-770-8585
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Copying Routines for multiple uses.
If you wish to use the same effect twice on the sign but with different
information in each, it will be necessary to copy the Routine into an
empty space in the Routine Window.
First, highlight the Routine you wish to copy in the Routine Window by
left clicking on it.
Second, left click on

in the Data Window.

Next, highlight an empty space in the Routine Window by left clicking
on it. (You may select a space with a Routine already in it, the previous
Routine will be replaced by the new one.)
Left click on

in the Data window.

Finally, left click on
in the Routine Window.

in the Data Window to save the Routine

The new Routine will have the same name as the Routine that was
copied but with a new Routine number.

1-800-770-8585
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Changing the brightness setting and
temperature offset
Note: The brightness settings do not effect all information displayed on the
sign. Certain Routines rely upon a certain color brightness to create the
intended effect and these can be adjusted only with the aid of technical
support. We recommend that brightness be adjusted only in cases of
significant readability problems.
The sign has two brightness settings. One for during the day and one
for during the night.
To adjust the settings, select Routine “00” (Initialize Controller) from
the Routine window by left clicking on it.

In the data window, you will see the following scroll bars along with
information about the size of your digital display.

AmTime – Controls the AM hour that the sign will change from nighttime brightness setting to day-time brightness setting.

1-800-770-8585
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AmBrite - The day-time brightness setting.
(We recommend a setting of 185-200. Default is 200.)
PmTime - Controls the PM hour that the sign will change from daytime brightness setting to night-time brightness setting.
PmBrite - The night-time brightness setting.
(We recommend a setting of 65-80. Default is 80.)
Toffset -

Adding or subtracting from the default (13) will offset the
sign’s temperature display by the same amount.

When you are satisfied with the adjustments, left click on
in
the data window to save the changes and send the information to the
sign.
How it works: Whenever the sign reaches the end of a Sequence, it will
refer to Routine “00” in its memory to check for changes in the brightness
or temperature before playing the next Sequence. Routine “00” does not
have to be part of a Sequence for this check to be made. The sign will do it
automatically.

1-800-770-8585
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Playing Graphics
Note: There are 3 different types of graphics that can be displayed on your
sign; Image Group, Animation, & Full Color Graphic. An Image Group
can be 1 non-moving, 8-color image or up to 3 images, 8-color (*.jpg file)
that play in sequence. An Animation is a group of up to 21 images, 8color(*.gif files) that play in sequence. And a Full color Graphic is 1 nonmoving, 256-color image (*.gif files).

Image Group – To play an 8-color image on the sign, choose a Image
Group Routine from the Routine Window. Then ‘right click’ on the
sample image in the middle ‘Edit Window’. A new window opens that
allows you to ‘Load’ an image from C:\Program Files\SignCom folder.
Your image must be prepared in advance to fit into your sign size, and
be in *.jpg format.
After the file is loaded, it can be reviewed by clicking on the REVIEW
button. Click on the yellow SEND ALL button to send the images to the
sign. When that is completed, choose the MAIN button from the top
left, which brings you back to the ‘main’ windows. Then click on the
orange SEND button to send the Routine to the sign. At this point the
Routine can be added to a Sequence for display on the sign.

Animation – To play an animation of up to 21 images on the sign,
choose a Animation Routine from the Routine Window. Then ‘right
click’ on the sample image in the middle ‘Edit Window’. A new window
opens that allows you to ‘Load’ an image from C:\Program
Files\SignCom folder. Your images must be prepared in advance to fit
into your sign size, and be in *.gif format.
After the file is loaded, it can be reviewed by clicking on the REVIEW
button. Click on the yellow SEND ALL button to send the images to the
sign. When that is completed, choose the MAIN button from the top
left, which brings you back to the ‘main’ windows. Then click on the
orange SEND button to send the Routine to the sign. At this point the
Routine can be added to a Sequence for display on the sign.

1-800-770-8585
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Full Color Graphic - To play an 8-color image on the sign, choose
a Graphic XX Full Color Routine from the Routine Window. Then
‘right click’ on the sample image in the middle ‘Edit Window’. A new
window opens that allows you to ‘Load’ an image from C:\Program
Files\SignCom folder. Your image must be prepared in advance to fit
into your sign size, and be in *.gif format.
After the file is loaded, choose the orange CREATE button and allow
the software to build the required images. When that is completed,
choose the yellow SEND button. This can take a long time to send.
When that is completed, choose the MAIN button from the top left,
which brings you back to the ‘main’ windows. Then click on the orange
SEND button in the middle window. At this point the Routine can be
added to a Sequence for display on the sign.

1-800-770-8585
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Appendix A
Connecting the RS-485 units for “Direct cable” communication.
Please refer to the following diagram.

At the sign.
1.

Carefully strip the end of the Cat-5 cable to expose the four
“pairs” inside.

2.

Connect the blue wire to the blue marked screw on the IC – 150.

3.

Connect the white w/ blue stripe wire to the white marked screw
on the IC – 150.

1-800-770-8585
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4.

Connect IC – 150 to white modular plug in the sign’s lock box.

Inside the building
5.

Repeat steps 1 - 3 for the blue and white marked screws in the
phone box (remove cover.)

6.

Connect RS – 485SI to the phone box using the pre-installed
phone wire.

7.

Connect the RS – 485SI to your computer’s com port. (Com 1)
(Note: If connecting to Com 1 is not possible, contact technical
support for a solution.)

8.

Connect the RS – 485SI to power using the supplied wall
transformer.

How it works: The RS-485SI (transmitter) takes industry standard RS232 information format from your computer’s com port and translates
it into RS-485 format. The RS-485SI then utilizes a single pair of the
Cat-5 cable to transmit the new information to the sign. The IC-150
(receiver) interprets this signal and makes the information available to
the sign in the original RS-232 format. In addition to that, the RS-485SI
(transmitter) will keep the wire energized with an output of ~5 VDC
(measured from one wire of the pair to the other) to prevent
interference from other sources. The IC-150 (receiver) should realize
~3 VDC across the two wires of the pair when all connections are made.

1-800-770-8585
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Appendix B
Connecting RF units for wireless communication
Please refer to the following diagram.

At the sign
1.

Connect the RF receiver to the sign using the pre-installed wire
with plastic modular plug.

2.

Connect the receiver’s antenna wire to the sign’s antenna
connection.

3.

Ensure the receiver is turned on.

Inside the building
4.

Install the antenna to the antenna port on the Xstream – PKG.

1-800-770-8585
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5.

Connect the serial cable to the computer’s com port (Com 1)
(Note: If connecting to Com 1 is not possible, contact technical
support for a solution.)

6.

Connect the Xstream – PKG to power using the supplied wall
transformer.

How it works: The RF (radio frequency) transmitter will receive
information from your computer’s com port before formatting the
information to be sent wirelessly to the receiver. Your sign has a
receiving antenna installed the “grabs” these transmitter signals and
routes them to the receiver for interpretation. The receiver makes the
information available to the sign in the original RS-232 format. The
transmitter does rely on “line-of-sight” to reach the receiving antenna.
The transmitter requires that the receiver have power first in order to
negotiate a link.

1-800-770-8585
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Appendix C
Connecting modems for phone communication
Please refer to the following diagram.

Note: Both modems are identical. The modem intended for the sign has
the 4” gray cable with a white plastic modular plug pre-installed.
At the sign
1.

Connect the V.92 modem to the sign using the pre-installed
modular plug.

2.

Connect the V.92 modem to dedicated phone service installed at
the sign using the provided phone wire.

3.

Connect the modem to the power provided inside the lock box
using the supplied wall transformer.

1-800-770-8585
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4.

Ensure that the modem is turned on.

Inside the building
5.

Connect the V.92 modem to power using the supplied wall
transformer.

6.

Connect the V.92 modem to dedicated phone service installed in
the building using the provided phone wire.

7.

Connect the V.92 modem to the computer’s com port (Com 1)
using the pre-installed serial cable.
(Note: If connecting to Com 1 is not possible, contact technical
support for a solution.)

8.

Ensure that the modem is turned on.

How it works: The software will allow you to dial the transmitting
modem like a telephone and “call” the receiving modem at the sign. For
the system to work both modems require dedicated phone lines with
their own phone number independent of any digital phone system.
Remote access is possible with additional properly configured V.92
modems (available from Robson Corporation.)

1-800-770-8585
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Appendix D
Using the phone modem to connect with the sign.
(The following instructions will only have to be completed once.)
The first step is to left click on “Utility” in the menu.

In the menu that appears, left click on “System Info”

The system settings will appear.

The next step is to edit the setting for “Modem Wait Time”
to read “030” then left click on “Apply”
After performing these steps, it is necessary to close the program and
re-open it. The program is now configured for use with the phone
modems. Please refer to the following page for dialing instructions.

1-800-770-8585
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Dialing instructions
(The following steps will have to be performed every time you
communicate with the sign.)
in the data window when you are ready to
First left click on
send information to the sign.
The Modem dialer will appear at the bottom of the schedule window.
(It may be necessary to re-size the window in order to view the
modem dialer.)
Modem Dialer

Next, in the space provided, enter the phone number
of your sign without a dash.
Finally, left click on dial.
Allow the modems time to negotiate the connection. The phone number
will have its background change from white to yellow when
communication has been established.
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